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This article contributes to our empirical understanding of self-respect in rising meritocracies by focusing on the experiences of unemployed, low-skilled people recruited as workfare volunteers in the Netherlands. As many theorists have argued, the long-term unemployed struggle to maintain self-esteem. We found that workfare projects that introduce them to voluntary work can help them regain self-respect through four types of emotional labour: feeling respected through their newfound status, enjoying a craft, being able to perform in less stressful working environments, and taking pride in the meaning bestowed by voluntary work. But the emotional labour necessary to experience their situation more positively also increases the risk of experiencing negative emotions, thereby posing new threats to the fragile self-respect of unemployed citizens.
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Introduction

‘I have a lot of skills, but I am a nobody’, laments Herman, an unemployed Dutchman. A dexterous forty-one-year-old, Herman performs all kinds of jobs in the construction industry. Still, he feels like a nobody because he works on a voluntary basis. Herman’s story reveals what long-term unemployment can do to self-respect in a meritocratising society where both success and failure are seen as one’s personal responsibility. In a meritocracy, group markers such as class, ethnicity and gender no longer determine socio-economic status. Citizens enjoy equal access to education while there is open competition for the positions that generate status and power (Swierstra and Tonkens, 2006, 2008).

We, of course, do not live in a full-fledged meritocracy. Class, ethnicity and gender still affect school performance and labour market position (see, for example, Boudon, 1974; Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977; Collins, 1979; Bourdieu, 1989; Ball et al., 1996; SCP, 1998: 603–5; Arrow et al., 2000; Sennett, 2003: 81; Dronkers, 2007; Van de Werfhorst and Hofstede, 2007). But over the last 150 years, we have witnessed the ‘rise of meritocracy’ (Young, 1958) to the point that the meritocratic ideal now virtually goes uncontested. Deeply embedded in policy discourse and public imagination, we attribute success to personal merit, and failure to the lack thereof.
Numerous scholars have argued that ‘the rise of meritocracy’ damages the self-respect of people at ‘the bottom’ of society. Meritocracies add ‘the insult of shame’ (De Botton, 2004: 91) and fuel lack of respect for the ‘losers’ in society (Sennett, 2003). The British sociologist and politician Michael Young, who coined the term ‘meritocracy’, warned us half a century ago that meritocracy erodes the self-respect of those who end up on the lower rungs of the social ladder. Young agreed that a hierarchy based on achievement enhances equal opportunities and increases social mobility. But ‘every selection of one is a rejection of many’; how to cope with this dark side of meritocracy is ‘one of the great issues of modern society’ (Young, 1958: 5–6).

Anthropologist Katherine Newman (1999) found that working in the least respected and lowest paid jobs in US society indeed undermines self-esteem. But few empirical studies exist to confirm or challenge her findings. This article contributes to our empirical understanding of self-respect in meritocracies by focusing on the emotional labour of the low-skilled, long-term unemployed doing volunteer work in projects designed to reintegrate them into the labour market. We expect self-respect to be a pertinent issue for these people. While workfare volunteering may open new avenues for renewed self-respect and pride, it may also fuel feelings of marginality, shame and fear. This article thus asks: how do the long-term unemployed in rising meritocracies struggle with self-esteem? How does workfare volunteering affect their self-respect?

To answer these questions, we examined the experiences of the long-term unemployed in the Netherlands subject to workfare volunteering policies. Most of our respondents were on welfare and were therefore automatically subject to the Work and Assistance Act (WWB) introduced in 2004. The WWB expects low-skilled and long-term unemployed people who cannot easily find paid work to volunteer. The focus is on (voluntary) work rather than on acquiring new skills and qualifications (Van Berkel, 2006).

Policies to re-integrate welfare recipients into the labour market are part and parcel of the move towards an ‘activating welfare state’ (Goul Andersen et al., 2005; Serrano Pascual, 2007; Newman and Tonkens, 2011) or ‘enabling state’ (Gilbert and Gilbert, 1989; Gilbert, 2002). It includes a shift in discourse and practice from (collective and individual) rights to individual responsibilities, with governments no longer guaranteeing citizens financial security over their lifetimes but offering them the opportunity to work. Current policies are geared towards increasing economic activity; citizens must earn their rights while welfare recipients must fulfil the responsibility of volunteering to earn their benefits (some participants in citizen ‘activation’ projects are not personally subject to the WWB because their partners work or receive a benefit, and take part on a completely voluntary basis).

Research on citizen ‘activation’ policy has largely focused on the relationship between welfare recipients and the state (Soss, 1999; Korteweg, 2009; Soss et al., 2009; Dubois, 2010) and has tended to be critical of policies directing welfare recipients to the voluntary sector to enhance their employability (Bessant, 2000) or to empower them (Christensen, 2001). Critical research, often inspired by Foucault, has shown that such ‘activation’ policy is normalising and disciplining (Dean, 1995, 1999; Cruikshank, 1996, 1999; Rose, 1999; Walters, 2000; Marston et al., 2005), restricting individual freedom by weakening agency and narrowing the ideal of citizenship to that of the worker–citizen (Warburton and Smith, 2003; McDonald and Marston, 2005). Citizens become instruments of governance, instrumentalised and exploited to do unpaid work and to even feel
happy about it: ‘Power creeps under the skin of those who are governed to such a degree that they are even happy to conform’ (Cruickshank, 1999: 10). While this critical reading is often based on the discourse analysis of policy texts, others have more recently turned to ethnographic methods (McDonald et al., 2003; McDonald and Marston, 2005; Lippert, 2005; Mitchell, 2006; Li, 2007) and ‘bottom-up’ analyses (Brady, 2011). The current article builds on this empirical turn. In contrast to most Foucauldian analyses, we do not a priori assume that ‘workfare volunteering’ is disciplining and exploitive, but empirically examine how it confines or liberates welfare recipients’ actions, thoughts and emotions.

‘The dramas of self-respect are played out in the domain of emotions’ (Dillon, 1997: 226–7). To understand how people struggle to maintain their sense of self-worth in specific social situations, we make use of Hochschild’s (1979) emotion management perspective as outlined in the introduction of this themed section.

Sennett (2003) argues that people can only respect themselves when they feel respected by others, Hampton (1997: 25–6) that social institutions play a key role in constructing our sense of self-worth. Margalit (1996) argues that a decent society is one in which institutions do not humiliate people, Rawls (1971) sees self-respect as a ‘primary good’ that social institutions and policies should be designed to support. Following Sennett, Hampton, Margalit and Rawls, we expect that the institutional context will play an important role in the emotional labour through which workfare volunteers develop, maintain and rebuild their self-respect.

**Sampling and respondents**

To examine the experiences of citizens subject to workfare volunteering programs, we held 150 in-depth interviews with 90 individuals in six Dutch cities. The interviews took place between 2009 and 2011; we tried to talk to all of our informants twice, with six months to a year in between, to observe how their self-respect changed over time. We were, however, unable to reach thirty of our informants after the first interview.

The six cities were selected from the thirty largest municipalities in the Netherlands. We sought maximum variation in the extent to which welfare recipients were obliged to participate in volunteer work and a balanced mix of ‘citizen activation’ projects that sought to empower welfare recipients or increase their employability. This resulted in four ideal-types of local ‘citizen activation’ policy: (1) sanctioning aimed at empowerment; (2) rewarding aimed at empowerment; (3) sanctioning aimed at employability; and (4) rewarding aimed at employability.

When the goal of volunteering was personal empowerment, projects aimed to enhance welfare recipients’ control over their own lives by building up their self-confidence (Wieck, 1983; Rappaport, 1985). When enhancing employability was the main goal, volunteering was a means to acquire the skills needed to find and perform paid work. Welfare recipients were assigned to volunteer work when they were judged to be ‘distanced from the labour market’, as evidenced by lack of skills or weak employment history when policy primarily aimed to enhance employability, and weak self-image, problematic behaviour or social isolation when policies primarily stressed individual empowerment.

We sought to include in our sample a maximum spread in age, gender, ethnicity and in type of volunteer sector (neighbourhood: twenty-three; cultural: ten; educational: twenty-two; advocacy: nineteen; care: sixteen). Most respondents depended on welfare; a minority (mostly women) lived on their partner’s income (nineteen out of ninety). We
depended on the willingness of municipalities and respondents to participate in our research. We tried to contact 324 people: 181 did not answer the phone or the letter we sent; fifty-three were unwilling to participate, mainly due to lack of interest or research fatigue. We held in-depth semi-structured interviews with the remaining ninety individuals. All interviews were transcribed from audio files and analysed with the qualitative data software program Atlas.ti. Below we present our key empirical findings through the discussion of several exemplary cases. The names of our informants are fictitious.

**Being made to feel like a nobody**

The great majority of our respondents struggled with their self-esteem. Many reported that being unemployed made others view them as people who do not contribute to society. This perception of themselves, through the eyes of others, led many respondents to see themselves as ‘a nobody’, ‘a failure’, ‘incapable’ or even ‘a bad person’. Wesley, a twenty-nine year-old who suffers from a psychiatric illness, was ‘ashamed’ of being unemployed: ‘I am not capable of doing anything now.’ Ayse, a forty-year-old Turkish-Dutch single mother of two, felt ‘hopeless’ and ‘without capabilities’ after she lost her job due to physical illness: ‘When you suddenly fall, you are a nobody.’ Feelings of ‘incapacity’ and ‘inferiority’ often went hand in hand with lack of educational attainment: ‘even for stocking shelves in a supermarket you need a diploma’.

Being dependent on welfare made our respondents keenly aware of the perceptions of others. Remco, aged forty-one, feared that ‘some people think I want to live on benefits, that I do not want to work’. The long-term unemployed often feel looked down upon by working people. Asked about his role in society, Remco answered: ‘Nothing. I am nothing. From the Left to Right I get no respect. Totally nothing.’ Fuller (2003) writes that people on the lower rungs of society suffer from indignity, humiliation and patronising behaviour. Our respondents confirmed this image. According to Fuller, dignity, which for him equals self-respect, is often defined by its absence. Being ignored, or the feeling of being ignored, is a form of insult and a result of ‘rankism’ (2003: 5). Almost all of our respondents were repeatedly rejected by potential employers. Nor did they feel that they were taken seriously by welfare officials. Herman felt like they looked down on him: ‘For some organisations you are just a number. People do not listen.’

Repeatedly being rejected by employers, being seen as parasites in society and feeling inferior to employed citizens, all fuel feelings of worthlessness. We can safely conclude that long-term unemployment, dependence on welfare and interactions with welfare officials and employers undermine self-respect. The next sections present the core of our analysis: four types of emotional labour through which workfare volunteers strengthen their self-respect, and how this restored self-respect can be threatened again.

**Becoming a somebody**

*Respect through status*

Workfare projects can offer their participants a new role and status in society: that of volunteer in, for example, a museum or sports club. Volunteering can sometimes provide respectable labels such as ‘teacher’ (of the Dutch language in community centres) or ‘coach’ (who helps other neighbourhood residents with, for example, administration or
housekeeping). Respondents in all volunteer sectors found their new roles to be important sources of social status.

In their new capacity as volunteers, the long-term unemployed can become known in their neighbourhoods, be taken more seriously and feel respected. Like many others, Ayse had felt anonymous when she lived on welfare. ‘But now I can say “I am a coach”.’ A new title can make volunteers feel as though they are ‘someone’ again, ‘part of something bigger’. Ayse’s self-confidence rose as people came to know her as a coach, reinforced by the nameplate she received for her door engraved with her name and title. Workfare volunteers also felt that they were taken more seriously by authority figures. Ayse experienced this when she visited the doctor in her role as a coach to help a neighbour with the Dutch translation, an experience that bolstered her self-respect. Recognition comes with the new role and its associated status. It happens quite smoothly and requires little emotional labour.

We found earning respect through newfound status to be more common in rewarding policy regimes. We assume this is the case because compulsion runs the risk of undermining the respect workfare volunteers earn through their new roles. Those obliged to participate felt more often that they were not seen as ‘real’ volunteers.

This path to self-respect follows the meritocratic logic: status is based on personal merit. Like everyone else, one becomes a somebody by having a role reflected in a job title. It may not be paid, but otherwise it is a real job. Unsurprisingly, we observed this type of emotional labour most often in policy contexts that seek to make individuals more employable again. The three remaining types of emotional labour fit less easily with how meritocracy assigns value and worth in society.

**Enjoying a craft**

Framing volunteering as craftsmanship can preserve or generate self-respect. This most often occurs among workfare volunteers performing tasks that can be described as technical or creative, performed in their immediate neighbourhoods, and within the advocacy, educational and cultural sectors. Sennett (2003) argues that doing or creating something with passion and dedication (like learning to play a musical instrument) and making progress at it contributes to self-respect. Mastering a craft, in contrast to acquiring a new role and status, does not depend on the esteem and praise of others. Workfare volunteers who enjoy a craft focus on the task and the attendant sense of accomplishment; the meaning of their work to others is less important.

Volunteering offers workfare volunteers the possibility to ‘become more skilled’. It is precisely what Sennett calls ‘exploring how to do something well’ and ‘getting better at it’ that allows the long-term unemployed to overcome feelings of uselessness. Michel found self-respect by volunteering for an organisation that works against the trafficking of women, searching the internet for information useful to the victims’ lawyers. His efforts give him great satisfaction: ‘Because of a certain talent that I have, I find the most obscure websites by clicking from link to link which generates a lot of information.’ Remarkably, Michel emphasises that he ‘is not looking for gratitude’. He apparently does not need recognition from the outside world to respect himself: ‘I just want to get better at finding incriminating evidence of trafficking.’ Remco (age forty-one), whose aim is to become faster and faster at fixing computers for people in his neighbourhood, proudly
states: ‘There is not one computer that has left the building un repaired.’ Regaining self-respect apparently does not require the respect of others; finding obscure websites, fixing computers and creating works of art, as we observed in other cases, is fulfilling in itself.

The framing of volunteering as craftsmanship is easier when policy aims to further the long-term unemployed individual’s empowerment rather than employability. Empowerment being the goal provides them with reasons to keep doing what they are doing without worrying about the profitability of their activities in the short-run. Whether policy is rewarding or sanctioning made no difference. We assume that this is so because by framing volunteer work as a craft, self-respect becomes less vulnerable to the (mis)recognition of the outside world through sanctions or rewards.

Relaxing in respite

Volunteering can restore self-respect by providing respite from competition, offering the long-term unemployed a relaxed atmosphere they would not find in a paid job. This type of emotional labour was most common among workfare volunteers engaged in outdoor and sports activities, in the educational and care sectors and in tasks performed in the immediate neighbourhood. They can do things at their own pace in contrast to the labour market where ‘everything needs to happen quickly’. This is often helpful for individuals who suffer from or run the risk of physical or mental problems.

Paul, for example, is manic-depressive and thinks that finding a job will make him ‘manic again’: ‘I am a little frightened to get steady work. In a volunteer job this pressure is absent.’ Janice (age forty-one) suffers from a borderline personality disorder and has never held down a paid job. She is delighted with the opportunity to volunteer as it reduces the pressure of the outside world: ‘They just take into account what you cannot do. That makes it less scary.’

Unlike paid employment, our respondents argued, volunteering allows one to make mistakes or decline difficult tasks. The peace this brings is a condition for regaining self-respect. Bart (age fifty-five) works as a volunteer at an elementary school and thinks he would not succeed in a paid job because of ‘all the extra pressure’. ‘Then I get health issues, and I do not want that anymore.’ So he sets limits on what he does as a volunteer: ‘Before we took turns in taking minutes, but I found out that I really can’t take minutes properly so I decline to do so. After all I am a volunteer.’

This type of emotional labour works best when policy is aimed at empowerment. Declining tasks of course does little to improve one’s employability; it does, however, increase one’s feeling of being in control. Furthermore, the goal of empowerment is geared to self-development, while the goal of employability is geared to developing skills for the labour market. While one would expect the compulsory nature of workfare voluntarism to negatively affect the peace people experience as volunteers, the opposite seems to be the case. The more people felt obliged to volunteer, the more they felt the decision to opt out of competition was made for them, instead of having to make it themselves.

Pride in meaning

Framing volunteer work as more meaningful than paid work is the fourth way to restore self-respect. This route to self-respect was most often seen among workfare volunteers in
the care and cultural sectors. Thinking that they are pursuing more meaningful work than regularly employed persons often enables workfare volunteers to feel ‘happy’ and ‘proud’ about volunteering. But this path requires significant emotional labour. Through the moral framing rule that it is superior to be part of something meaningful or to mean something to others, they draw a line between the meaning of their activities and ‘normal’ jobs. They prefer meaning to materialism, contributing to an important cause to competing in a shallow rat race.

Volunteers who had previously been paid employees often contrast their meaningful volunteering to the shallow life they lived before. They often recount feelings of anger and disappointment in their previous jobs to legitimise feeling good about the alternative route they now follow. Eddy told us: ‘I made a lot of money, but I always went to work with a grumpy face. They shouted, and I got very irritated.’ After he resigned, Eddy began participating in a volunteer program as a buddy for a former drug addict. He recollects: ‘If you had asked me at that time what I was proud of, I would have answered “my apartment, my job, how far I got in business”. But now, yes, I am proud of being a buddy. That’s what really makes me happy.’ Eddy applies a historical framing rule: compared to earlier jobs, this one (which may be lower in status and payment) is superior because it is more meaningful.

These volunteers draw a clear line between their activities and less meaningful paid jobs. A drug addict since age twenty-one, Ray (now fifty-two) has never had a ‘real job’. For three years he worked as a volunteer at a thrift store but then switched to a day care centre for the elderly, where he realised: ‘I’m a helpful person. It is just very important. More important than the thrift store.’ Ray contrasts the meaningful work in the day care centre with the shallow materialism that he suspects drives the thrift store owner: ‘That guy makes 90,000 Euros gross per year. For a social institution! You never see him. It’s not kosher.’ Nuraya (age twenty-eight), a Turkish-Dutch woman who just began volunteering at a horse riding school for mentally disabled children, values the purity of being in touch with nature, the horses and children. She talks about her activities as something that ‘really matters’ and ‘something more real than a desk job’.

A rewarding policy regime aimed at empowerment is best suited to allow workfare volunteers to frame their activities as meaningful; the assignment to become more employable contradicts their idea of the deeper meaning of volunteer work. The empowerment logic of taking control of one’s life is more in line with departing from the shallow materialism of paid work. While one might expect the aversion of materialism to sit uneasily with the rewarding policy context, small amounts of money are often perceived as recognition of their efforts. Distancing themselves from meaningless paid work seems harder in compulsory settings as these conflict with the volunteers’ belief that they decided to opt out of competition themselves.

**The fragility of self-respect**

For those who criticise workfare policies from a governmentality perspective, both the positive and negative emotions recounted above confirm their argument that welfare recipients are disciplined and not free. The criticism is implicitly based on a notion of negative freedom, the freedom not to be bothered. Our respondents, however, seemed to care more about the positive freedom of creating or achieving something. This is not to say that they have entered through the gates of heaven by volunteering. Nevertheless, it is
not the lack of negative freedom that disturbs them, but the lack of positive freedom that limits or threatens their recently regained self-respect.

First, when self-respect is bolstered by a rise in status, requests to perform tasks that do not confirm the new status can be experienced as attacks on status and self-respect. The request to clean toilets is a recurring example of such a status-undermining request, one that led Nuraya to quit her volunteer work at the stables. ‘I was hired to supervise mentally disabled children. It is part of the job to pick up some horse turd now and then, but cleaning toilets is not.’ She draws the line here because cleaning toilets symbolises low status. She is a volunteer, not a low-skilled employee. She emphasises that it was not the handling of excrement as such that made her quit. The issue is the symbolic meaning attached to the excrement: horse turd is respectable because it is part of her new status as a horse riding coach for children; handling human excrement stands for being underestimated and despised as a stupid, low-skilled immigrant. She suspects that her superiors think: as a Turkish-Dutch woman, ‘Why would you want to work with horses? Why don’t you just clean the toilet?’ She feels disrespected and humiliated, which in turn threatens her self-respect.

Threats on the road to positive freedom also loom when volunteers frame their work as mastering a craft. Although framing volunteering as craftsmanship can initially challenge the idea that mainly education and a (good) job give access to self-respect, volunteers’ self-respect is threatened when they reach the limits of their expertise and their demand for training and education to develop their skills gets zero petition. Michel: ‘I told my supervisors: “If you had given me a course for a few weeks, then I would have learned it well”.’ Michel’s disappointment reveals the limits of craftsmanship’s contribution to self-respect. Moreover, when volunteers reach the point of mastering a craft, they want to take it to a higher level by getting proper education and training and eventually a proper paid job. If this fails, volunteers feel disrespected and end up disappointed.

The third route to gain self-respect, relaxing in respite, is threatened when the pressures of work are passed on from paid co-workers to volunteers. As volunteers often have difficulties defending their boundaries, this pressure undermines their emotion management. Jack recounts how he took over his (paid) superior’s work at the computer centre when the superior called in sick: ‘I looked after the computer centre for a whole week. That gave me a lot of stress!’ Jack condemns the irresponsibility of his boss with a moral framing rule: if you are paid, you should feel responsible. ‘This is a paid job. If he can’t handle it, that should have consequences. Any other boss would have fired him a long time ago.’ But this framing rule comes back to haunt Jack as he applies it to his own situation.

Volunteers working with paid colleagues may set high standards for their co-workers, thereby raising the bar for retaining self-respect when taking over tasks from paid co-workers. Having criticised colleagues using these standards, they must now live up to them. This tends to be detrimental to the relaxed atmosphere that was a prerequisite for their self-respect.

The fourth type of emotional labour, framing volunteer work as more meaningful than regular employment, is not free from threats to self-respect either. Volunteers who adopt this strategy are constantly alert for misrecognition of the meaning they ascribe to their work. This sensitivity easily surfaces when workfare volunteers are requested to perform tasks that they deem meaningless such as, once again, cleaning toilets. This time cleaning toilets contradicts the idea of living a meaningful life: they entered volunteering...
to do something more meaningful than that. For William, volunteering at the museum, to help ‘guard our national history’ thereby ‘being part of something bigger’, made his life meaningful. When his manager asked him to help out for a few months by cleaning the toilets, William first accepted because helping others is, for him, still part of something bigger and therefore still meaningful. But after eighteen months, it must be admitted that cleaning toilets has become a regular activity devoid of deeper meaning: ‘I lend him a hand and then after eighteen months, if you are still in that same f... ahem, still have the same job, I become angry.’ When cleaning toilets becomes part of the job description, working at the museum is no longer more meaningful than a regular job. With his self-respect damaged, William leaves and heads back to the welfare office where they try to help him find a new (volunteer) job.

**Conclusion**

As numerous theorists have assumed, we found that the long-term unemployed participants of workfare volunteering projects struggle to maintain their self-respect, continually threatened by their perceptions of others as well as of themselves. Although workfare projects that introduce them to voluntary work can support them in regaining their self-respect, they also create new threats.

Authors who consider ‘activation’ policies to be merely disciplining, serving only to restrict negative freedom and agency, overlook their complex emotional meaning. Workfare volunteering can contribute to a type of freedom ignored by most critical accounts: the (positive) freedom to live a meaningful and respectable life. But in a rising meritocracy, this freedom is limited and continually under threat.

We found four types of emotional labour through which workfare volunteers regain their self-respect. The first, respect through status, is in line with the meritocratic logic; it is the only type of emotional labour that works when the goal of policy is to enhance employability. The three other types are more critical of the ways in which meritocracy assigns value and worth. The second type of emotional labour, framing volunteering as craftsmanship, is critical of the (supposed) assault on skill and quality in meritocratic competition. The third, framing volunteering as more relaxed, is contrasted to the unnerving and stressful atmosphere that poisons the labour market rat race. This is the only type of emotional labour that thrives in a sanctioning policy regime since it yields more peace to have the decision to opt out of competition made for you than to make it yourself. The fourth type of emotional labour frames volunteering as more meaningful, important and socially valuable than the shallowness of paid work with its narrow focus on material reward.

Although all four types of emotional labour to regain self-respect can be effective, self-respect for the long-term unemployed remains fragile. All paths contain new threats. First, to regain a role and status is helpful, but also vulnerable since in this logic, volunteering is still ‘less’: it cannot compete with the status one gets from a paid job. The second type of emotional labour, volunteering as a craft, can be hard to maintain over the long run. To become really good at something, chances are that sooner or later one needs more education, which is virtually excluded from workfare projects. If one nevertheless manages to become truly skilled, it is harder to accept lack of payment. Sooner or later the meritocratic logic re-surfaces: true merit should be rewarded. This finding partly contradicts Sennett’s claim about the relationship between craftsmanship and self-respect.
Learning a craft promotes self-respect through the feeling of being good at something. But craftsmanship does not suffice over time if it is not supported by training or a regular (paid) position. Craftsmanship can indeed be a solution to the ‘social problem’ of the ‘scarcity of respect’ (Sennett, 2003: 21) in our meritocratising society, but only if it is supported by a salary, the dominant and hard to surpass recognition of true merit.

The third type of emotional labour, framing volunteering as more relaxed, requires drawing a firm line between one’s volunteering and pressure emanating from colleagues. With the fourth type, framing volunteering as meaningful work, a great deal of emotional management is necessary. Volunteers contrast their unpaid work with the shallow errands of bosses and colleagues, hardly a sound basis for fruitful relationships at work.

In the final analysis, volunteers who struggle to experience their situations more positively also increase the risk of experiencing negative emotions when their framing and feeling rules are challenged by relevant others, including friends, colleagues or bosses. Challenging the meritocratic logic through volunteering demands emotional labour. Volunteering can support individuals on the difficult road to regaining self-respect, but only so far. In a meritocratising society, self-respect remains fragile.
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